
EUROCOUSTIC DECORATIVE SOLUTIONS

IMAGINE  
YOUR CEILINGS!



CEILINGS: 
A BLANK CANVAS  
FOR EXPRESSING YOUR  
CREATIVE STREAK!

Ceilings are so much more than just part of a building’s structure. 
They are like a fifth wall that can completely transform a room. 
In addition to improving comfort for occupants, ceilings can 
influence the general mood or even change users’ perception 
of the room’s size. Ceilings can be used to give offices or 
restaurants a unique identity, mark   out specific areas in 
shopping malls and leisure centers, generate a soothing 
atmosphere in hospitals or create a conducive environment 
for learning in schools.

EUROCOLORS

See your  
ceilings in  
color!

EURODESIGN

Bring a touch  
of style to your 
ceilings!

Draw your inspiration from the two creative families in the 
Eurocoustic range of decorative ceiling solutions:

•  EUROCOLORS, a selection of 40 colors, from the most 
classic tones to the trendiest shades, representing an 
infinite number of creative combinations and a stylish 
alternative to conventional white ceilings. You also have 
the option of choosing your own tone with the Custom 
Colors service: a real solution for creating unique spaces 
that truly embrace the building’s personality.

•  EURODESIGN, an array of contemporary, graphical and 
thought-provoking patterns with their own distinctive 
character that inspire a sense of escape and draw the 
occupants’ gaze upwards. 

With Eurocoustic, you can unleash the power of your 
imagination: choose from an extensive range of high-
performance and safe solutions to create the ceilings that you 
want!
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SEE YOUR CEILINGS IN COLOR!

Calcaire | D2

Fer | V4

EUROCOLORS

KEY FEATURES +

Selection of 40 colors

Visual consistency 
between tiles and grids

Custom
Colors service
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The trend for colored ceilings is sweeping the 
interior design sector, whether for forging 
a specific identity, dividing up individual spaces 
or marking out circulation paths. 

Regardless of the building (offices, schools, 
leisure or recreation centers, etc.), colored 
ceilings can create the sensation of a wide 
open space or alternately generate a warmer 
and more intimate mood, while echoing 
the building’s primary purpose by fostering 
an environment that is ideally suited to 
concentration, creativity, relaxation, and so on. 

Colors can bring a room to life. They have a 
significant effect on the mood and can thereby 
exert a positive influence on occupants’ comfort 
and state of mind. 

There are countless opportunities for using 
color, such as across the entire surface of the 
ceiling to consolidate a room’s personality, on 
island ceilings to mark out specific areas, in small 
touches to produce an original, yet  discreet 
effect, or in the form of guidelines to suggest 
circulation paths.

EUROCOLORS: 
BRING A SPLASH 
OF COLOR TO 
YOUR CEILINGS!

•  Full systems combining tiles 
and grids in the same color.

•  Visual consistency between 
tiles and grids, endorsed by  
a color specialist.

Émeraude | G2

To give your ceilings renewed purpose 
or simply unleash your imagination, 
Eurocoustic has developed a new range 
of colors that draw their inspiration from 
the Earth and the Roofs of the World with 
their varied atmospheres, landscapes and 
climates, allowing you to open up your 
ceilings to new horizons, where silence 
and color reign supreme.

The selection of colors showcases a mix of 
contemporary and timeless neutral, warm 
and cold colors that are reminiscent of 
raw materials and architectural elements. 
The range also features pastel, saturated 
and deep tones to stylishly complement 
the neutral colors. Take your inspiration 
from the new EuroColors range!

Turquoise | G9

Combining different colors

I often use colors on the 
ceiling to create specific areas 
within the same room, each with 
their own individual mood.

EXPERT’S OPINION
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 No guesswork should ever 
be involved when it comes to 
choosing the colors, because 
they are instrumental in giving 
the room its “state of mind”. 
They represent and even 
influence how occupants use 
the room.

EXPERT’S OPINION

Céladon | T1

Cuivre | T2

Ocre | T3

Outremer | T4

Sienne | T5

Silex | T6

Ardoise | V1

Basalte | V2

Cobalt | V3

Fer | V4

Lave | V5

Météorite | V6

Noir | V7

Ambre | G1

Émeraude | G2

Grenat | G3

Jade | G4

Rubis | G5

Saphir | G6

Soufre | G7

Topaze | G8

Turquoise | G9

EUROCOLORS: A RICH  
SELECTION FOR COLORFUL 
AND SILENT CEILINGS!

Aluminium | M1

Chrome | M2

Granite | M3

Plomb | M4

Silver | M5 | Effet métallisé

Zinc | M6

Argile | D1

Calcaire | D2

Craie | D3

Dune | D4

Sable | D5

Terre | D6

Banquise | P1

Crépuscule | P2

Givre | P3

Iceberg | P5

Rosée | P6

Glacier | P4

Metallic Desert Polar

Earth Gemstones Volcanic
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Metallic Desert
Silence of nature. An array of warm neutral colors inspired by wide open 
spaces.  Soft and ever fashionable colors straight from nature. Reassuring 
and inviting atmospheres to procure a sensation of comfort and inner peace.

Argile | D1

Calcaire | D2

Craie | D3

Dune | D4

Sable | D5

Terre | D6

White silence. A palette of cold neutral colors that convey a sense of calm and 
modernity together with a hi-tech feel. Refined contemporary and industrial 
moods for a discreet and timeless finish.

Chrome | M2

Aluminium | M1

Chrome | M2

Granite | M3

Plomb | M4

Silver | M5

Zinc | M6

Metallic effect

Sable | D5Plomb | M4
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Polar Earth
Frozen silence. A range of soft and bright 
pastel colors. A delicate palette with a 
sometimes vintage or retro feel for creating 
a sophisticated and refined atmosphere.

Silence of Earth. A selection of colors that draw their inspiration from 
earth   and spice tones. Exotic moods conjuring up images of faraway 
lands and journeys.

Banquise | P1

Crépuscule | P2

Givre | P3

Glacier | P4

Iceberg | P5

Rosée | P6

Céladon | T1

Cuivre | T2

Ocre | T3

Outremer | T4

Sienne | T5

Silex | T6

I like the compromise 
between the pastels 
and the clear colors in 
this range. These colors 
bring greater energy and 
freshness.

EXPERT’S OPINION

Glacier | P4 Sienne | T5

Silex | T6
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Gemstones Volcanic
Force of silence. A range of fundamental bright and sparkling colors that 
are contagiously energetic and vibrant. Dynamic, invigorating and cheerful 
moods.

Silence of the night. A beautiful range of dark tones with a hint of drama 
and theatricality. Dark and powerful colors that create a feeling of depth, 
enhance the mood and bring a sophisticated edge to the interior design.

Ardoise | V1

Basalte | V2

Cobalt | V3

Fer | V4

Lave | V5

Météorite | V6

Noir | V7

Ambre | G1

Émeraude | G2

Grenat | G3

Jade | G4

Rubis | G5

Saphir | G6

Soufre | G7 Topaze | G8

Turquoise | G9

 We are close to 
primary colors, timeless 
and dynamic tones 
that would be ideally 
suited to a school or 
day-care center, or 
used in touches within 
a hospital.

EXPERT’S OPINION

Jade | G4

Ambre | G1 Lave | V5 Noir | V7
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The new EuroColors range allows you to personalize and bring 
your ceilings to life with the highly harmonious color combinations.

THE EUROCOLORS RANGE IN PRACTICE

The EuroColors range is available :

•  For the 40 colors: 

-  For Tonga® (A edges), Tonga® Therm and tiles.

-  For T15 and T24 Quick-Lock® grids*.

•  For a selection of seven colors (Sable, Ocre, 
Rubis, Outremer, Saphir, Chrome and Noir) :

-  For Acoustished® tiles.

-  For T35 Quick-Lock® grids*.

* The Craie, Silver and Noir colors correspond to the standard 
grids: Blanc, Gris and Ultramat Noir.

System performance :

   ααw = 1.00

   Fire reaction : A2-s1,d0

   IAQ:  

For other performance ratings and specifications, 
visit www.eurocoustic.com.

EUROCOLORS: PLAY AROUND 
WITH OUR COLOR HARMONIES!

FROM SEVERAL FAMILIES OF COLORS

Blue-grey monochrome

Copper monochrome

Grey monochrome

Yellow monochrome

Cobalt | V3

Cuivre | T2

Ardoise | V1

Ocre | T3

Iceberg | P5

Sienne | T5

Plomb | M4

Soufre | G7

Outremer | T4

Rosée | P6

Terre | D6

Banquise | P1

Aluminium | M1

WITHIN THE SAME FAMILY OF COLORS

Metallic Desert

Craie | D3
Dune | D4

Sable | D5
Plomb | M4

Silver | M5
Metallic effect

Iceberg | P5
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• Complete system combining black tiles and grids.

• Anti-reflective matt finish (brightness < 5%) to reduce eye strain for occupants.

• Visual consistency between the ceiling tiles and grids, for a fully discreet ceiling.

• System perfectly suited to movie theaters and concert halls.

In practice :

• Tonga®, Tonga® Therm and Acoustished® acoustic tiles in Noir | V7

• T15, T24 and T35 Quick-Lock® grids in Ultramat Noir.

Noir | V7

NOIR IN THE SPOTLIGHT
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Custom Colors are available:

•  For Tonga® (A edges), Tonga® Therm tiles. 
Minimum order of 600 m2.

•  For T15 and T24 Quick-Lock® grids in addition to 
an order for tiles. 
Minimum order equivalent to 600 m2.

Whatever your interior design plans, Eurocoustic lets you create your ceilings in the color 
of your choosing, whether to:

Reinforce your project’s 
unique and original design

Comply with specific graphic 
guidelines

Ensure a perfect match 
between the ceiling and 
the room’s visual identity 

OUR CUSTOM COLORS SERVICE: 
DESIGN YOUR CEILING IN THE 
COLOR OF YOUR CHOOSING!

Custom Colors

• The option of personalizing the color for 
your ceiling :

- A range of over 7,000 colors from RAL 
Classic, RAL Design, Pantone®, Sikkens® and 
NCS® color charts.

- Reproduction of your own tone based on a 

paint or paper model

(minimum size 10 x 10 cm).

• The possibility of combining 
tiles with Quick-Lock® grids for a 
perfectly homogeneous ceiling.

*  Due to the production processes, the color of the lab sample 
is proposed for guidance only and is therefore not binding.

*  The custom colors for Eurocoustic tiles and Quick-Lock® grids 
may vary slightly from one production batch to the next.

System performance :

   ααw = 1.00

   Fire reaction : A2-s1,d0

   IAQ:  

For other performance ratings and specifications, 
visit www.eurocoustic.com.

CUSTOM COLORS SERVICE IN PRACTICE

WHAT IS THE CUSTOM COLORS SERVICE?

SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE THROUGHOUT YOUR PROJECT :

Production and 
delivery

3

Your color kept 
on record for 5 years

41

Your chosen  
color

2

Approval of the  
lab sample*
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BRING A TOUCH OF STYLE  
TO YOUR CEILINGS!

EURODESIGN

KEY FEATURES +

Six graphical options

Full of character  
and style

Visual match with  
EuroColors tiles  
and grids

Cubes Noir | C1

Bayadère Calcaire | B2
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The EuroDesign range is available:

•  For Tonga® (A edges) and tiles.

System performance:

   ααw = 1.00

   Fire reaction: A2-s1,d0

   IAQ:  

For other performance ratings and specifications, 
visit www.eurocoustic.com. 

EURODESIGN RANGE IN PRACTICE

Cubes Zinc | C2

Graphical designs and personalized spaces with patterns are becoming all 
the rage. Building on the new wallpaper styles and cement tiles that have 
revolutionized wall and floor decoration, the latest trends clearly show that 
ceilings are seen as a blank canvas for expressing individual creativity. You can 
now add patterns as well as mixtures and contrasts to emphasize, showcase or 
mark out specific areas.

Eurocoustic explores geometric, poetic and futuristic designs, each of which is 
available in two versions based on the colors in the EuroColors range to bring 
added character to your interior design projects.

EURODESIGN: CEILING 
PATTERNS FOR EVEN MORE 
CHARACTER!

Bayadère Aluminium | B1
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Cubes Noir | Zinc
A journey into the universe. A geometric motif featuring repeated 
lines around a destructured cube that is reminiscent of the infinite 
sky and the constellations with its bright spots set against a dark 
background.

Composition of the C1 pattern

•  Background: Noir | V7

•  Pattern: Blanc Standard 

Recommended grids

•  Quick-Lock® in Blanc

•  Quick-Lock® in Ultramat Noir

•  Insula® 76A island in Blanc or 
Ultramat Noir

Cubes Noir | C1

Pattern represented on a 1:25 scale.

Composition of the C2 
pattern

•  Background : Zinc | M6

• Pattern : Blanc Standard

Recommended grids

•  Quick-Lock® in Blanc

•  Quick-Lock® in Zinc

•  Insula® 76A island in Blanc

Cubes Zinc | C2

Pattern represented on a 1:25 scale

Cubes Noir | C1 Cubes Zinc | C2
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Ombelle Ardoise | Dune
A journey into the exotic. A poetic Japanese-style pattern that 
elicits a sensation of tenderness and memories of journeys to 
distant lands with its bright white background and the contrasting 
printed umbel patterns.

Ombelle Ardoise | O1

Composition of the O1 pattern

•  Background : Blanc Standard 

•  Pattern : Ardoise | V1

Recommended grids

•  Quick-Lock® in Blanc

•  Quick-Lock® in Ardoise

•  Insula® 76A island in Blanc

Pattern represented on a 1:25 scale.

Ombelle Dune | O2

Composition of the O2 pattern

•  Background : Blanc Standard 

•  Pattern : Dune | D4

Recommended grids

•  Quick-Lock® in Blanc

•  Quick-Lock® in Dune

•  Insula® 76A island in Blanc

Pattern represented on a 1:25 scale.

Ombelle Ardoise | O1 Ombelle Dune | O2
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Bayadère Aluminium | Calcaire
A journey to the horizon. A disconcertingly simple lined and 
geometric pattern, where the rhythm of fine lines brings 
perspective and creates a calming and comfortable environment.

Bayadère Aluminium | B1 Bayadère Calcaire | B2

Bayadère Aluminium | B1

Composition of the B1 pattern

•  Background : Aluminium | M1

•  Pattern : Blanc Standard 

Recommended grids

•  Quick-Lock® in Blanc

•  Quick-Lock® in Aluminium

• Insula® 76A island in Blanc

Pattern represented on a 1:10 scale.

Bayadère Calcaire | B2

Composition of the B2 pattern

•   Background : Calcaire | D2

•  Pattern : Blanc Standard

Recommended grids

•  Quick-Lock® in Blanc

•  Quick-Lock® in Calcaire

•  Insula® 76A island in Blanc

Pattern represented on a 1:10 scale.

The lines capture the attention. 
They make you want to spin the 
pattern in every direction to create 
vibrations.

EXPERT’S OPINION
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Due to the reproduction processes used, the actual colors may differ from the tones in the color charts featured in this 
brochure. The colors for EuroColors & EuroDesign tiles and EuroColors Quick-Lock® grids may vary slightly from one 
production batch to the next.

This brochure is provided for guidance only, and Saint-Gobain Eurocoustic reserves the right to modify the information 
herein at any time. Saint-Gobain Eurocoustic makes no warranties that the information in this brochure is exhaustive or free 
of material errors. Saint-Gobain Eurocoustic shall not be held liable if the products and systems presented in this brochure are 
used and/or installed other than in accordance with applicable codes of practice, technical recommendations, standards and 
best practices. The results of the classification test reports featured in this brochure have been obtained under standardized 
test conditions. This brochure contains references to trademarks and patents protected by industrial property rights.
Each element contained in this brochure (including texts, photos, images, illustrations and diagrams) is protected under 
intellectual property law. These elements are provided for information only. Similarly, the diagrams in this brochure do not 
constitute binding working drawings. Any reproduction of this brochure, whether in whole or in part, or of any one of the 
elements herein on any storage medium whatsoever is prohibited without prior written authorization from Saint-Gobain 
Eurocoustic. This brochure may not be reproduced or sold.
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